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CENTRAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL LIBRARY, NEW DELHI.
CATALOGUE
OF THE VALUABLE
Collection of Greek Coins,
IN GOLD, SILVER AND COPPER,
FORMED BY THE LATE
COLONEL J. TOBIN BUSH,
of Havre.

FIRST DAY'S SALE.
(Struck in Silver unless otherwise stated).

HISPANIA AND GALLIA.
LOT 1 Emporia, Tetradrachm, Helmeted head to right, rev. Pegasos to right, rare; Bursaba, male head to right, plough behind, rev. Horseman, with Celtiberian characters below. Maecilla (4), Head of Apollo, rev. Wheel, and Head of Artemis, rev. Lion; Lugdunum, rev. Lion; Nemausus, Ī⇌ of Augustus and Agrippa; and imitations of types of Philip II, Tetradrachms, &c., mostly fine.

CAMPANIA.
LOT 2 Cales, Didrachms (3), Head of Pallas, rev. Nike in biga, and three in Ī⇌; Cumae, Didrachms, Head of Nymph to right, rev. Corn grain above mussel shell, another with head to left, rev. Bird above mussel shell, both rare.

** Most from the Bunbury Collection.

LOT 3 Hyria, Didrachms (3), Head of Pallas to left, rev. Bull to left; Head of Pallas to right, rev. Bull to right, varied.

LOT 4 Neapolis, Didrachms, Female head to right, rev. Bull to right, early work; Head of Pallas to right, rev. Bull to left, NΕΟ-ΠΟΛΙΤΕΣ, and escutcheon; Female head to right, rev. Bull to left, crowned by Nike; another with bull to right; and one with female head to left, rev. Bull to right, all fine and scarce.

** From the Bunbury Collection.
5 Neapolis, Æ (9), mostly varied; Nola, Didrachm, Head of Pallas to left, rev. Bull to right, ΝΩΛΑΙΩΝ.; Nuceria Alaterna, Didrachms (2), Young male head to left, rev. Castor holding bridle of horse; Teanum, Æ, rev. Cock, TIANON., some fine and scarce

APULIA AND CALABRIA.

6 Arpi, Æ (3), varied; Barium, Æ (6), varied; Brundusium, Æ (2); Tarentum, Didrachms (12), a very fine and varied selection, mostly from the Bunbury collection

LUCANIA.

7 Laus, Didrachm, Bull with human head to left looking back, ΛΑΣ., rev. Bull to right, ΛΑΣ. (retrograde); Half Drachm, similar, but bulls turned the opposite way; Sixth Stater, Bull, rev. Acorn, all very rare

8 Metapontum, Stater, Ear of corn in high relief, MET., rev. incuse of obv.; another of thicker fabric, similar; and obv. Head of Demeter to right, rev. Ear of corn, META, wing and ΥΑ., fine.

9 Metapontum, Stater, Ear of corn, MET., rev. Incuse; Head of Demeter to right, hair in net, rev. Ear of corn, META. (retrograde); Half Stater, Head of Pallas in winged helmet, rev. Ear of corn, one very fine

10 Poseidonia, Didrachm, Poseidon to right, wielding trident, ΠΟΜ. (retrograde), rev. similar device incuse, very fine

11 Poseidonia, Didrachm, Poseidon to right with trident, rev. Bull to left, ΠΟΜΕΣΔΑΓ. (retrograde), in unusually fine condition

12 Poseidonia, another, similar to last, fine; Sixth of Stater, similar type; Paestum, Æ; Heraclea, Didrachm, Head of Pallas in crested helmet adorned with Hippocamp, rev. Hercules contending with the lion, ΗΡΑΚΛΗΩΝ. (Head, fig. 35), rare

13 Heraclea, Didrachm, Head of Pallas in crested helmet with Scylla, rev. Nude figure of Hercules resting on club, with bow, lion's skin, &c., ΑΘΑ. and vase, very fine work and condition

14 Sybaris, Didrachm, Bull with head reverted, YM. below in exergue, rev. same device incuse, fine and rare

15 Thurium, Distater, Head of Athena in helmet, rev. Bull butting to right, ΘΟΥΡΙΩΝ., rare; Staters (3), similar type, mostly fine; and one struck in copper
16  Velia, Didrachm, Head of Pallas to left in helmet adorned with Pegasos, rev. Lion seizing upon a stag, to left ΥΕΛΗΤΩΝ, rare and very fine
        *  *  From the Tighe collection, 1892.

17  Velia, Didrachms (3), Head of Pallas to left, rev. Lion walking to left, and rev. Lion prowling to right; Head of Pallas to right, rev. Lion prowling to right; Drachm, Female head, with hair turned up, rev. Owl on olive-branch, ΥΕΛΗ, mostly very fine

** BRUTTIUM. **

18  Bruttii, Head of winged Nike, rev. Male figure, horned, crowning himself; Veiled head of Thetis, rev. Poseidon holding sceptre, with one foot on capital of column (2); Head of Pallas to right, rev. Eagle to left, all very fine; and five struck in copper

19  Caulonia, Stater, Male figure to right, with branch in right hand and small running figure on left arm, stag in front; KAVA, rev. same device, incuse, fine and rare

20  Croton, Stater, Tripod with crane and ΨΟΑ, rev. same device, incuse, fine; another with head of Apollo to right, rev. Tripod, branch and ΚΟΑ.

21  Croton, Stater, Head of Hera Lakinia, full face, wearing decorated stephanos, rev. Hercules seated on rock holding wine cup, ΜΕ: in field, scarce; another, head of Apollo to right, rev. the infant Hercules seated facing, strangling a serpent in each hand, fine and scarce
        *  *  From the Babington collection.

22  Locri Epizephyrii, Stater, Head of Zeus, rev. Eleusin seated on square cippus, holding caduceus; another, Eagle to left devouring hare, rev. Fulmen and caduceus, ΛΟΚΡΩΝ, both fine and rare
        *  *  From the Bunbury collection.

23  Locri Epizephyrii, Stater, Eagle devouring hare, rev. Fulmen and caduceus, ΛΟΚΡΩΝ, very fine; another, Eagle and hare, rev. Nike seated on square cippus, A behind, rare; Stater of Corinthian type, very fine; and three in copper

24  Rhegium, Tetradrachm, Lion’s head facing, rev. Male figure seated to left, resting on staff, RECEINOS, before him, the whole within a wreath, fine and very rare. [PL. I] 11
        *  *  From the Tighe collection, 1892.

25  Rhegium, Drachm, Lion’s head facing, rev. Head of Apollo, PHΩΝΩΝ, rare; Obole, rev. PH. and laurel, fine; and eight struck in copper, of various periods
Terina, Stater, Head of the nymph Terina to left, with hair rolled, within a wreath, rev. Nike seated to left on four-legged seat, holding a wreath, **TEPINAION**, very fine and rare

**SICILIA.**

27 Agrigentum, Tetradrachm, Eagle, **AKRACANTON**, rev. Crab with rose and scroll ornament beneath; another, **AKRACANTOS**, Eagle standing on the capital of a column, rev. Crab with scroll ornament below; and a Didrachm, **AKRA**, rev. Crab, *all in fine condition* 3

* * * From the Babington collection.


29 Catana, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureated, to right **KATANAION**, rev. Slow bica to right, *of fine work, rare and fine* 1

* * * From the Montagu (1894) collection.

30 Gela, Tetradrachm, Forepart of man-headed bull to right, **CELAΣ**, rev. Quadriga to right, Nike above, crowning horses; another, of later work, smaller head, rev. with honey-suckle and scroll in exergue, both *fine* 2

* * * From the Babington collection.

31 Gela, Didrachm, Forepart of man-headed bull to right, large bold design, **CELAΣ**, rev. Quadriga to right, Nike crowning horses, *very fine* 1

32 Himera, Drachms (4), Cook to left, rev. Incuse square; Cook, rev. Hen in incuse square, two varied; Cook to left, **HIMEPA**, rev. Crab; Obel of early period; and a Litra, Monster with bearded human head, rev. Youth on goat, *mostly fine* 6

* * * From the Babington collection.

33 Leonitini, Tetradrachm, Lion’s head with open mouth to right, surrounded by four barley-corns, rev. Quadriga to right, Nike crowning horses, *very fine* 1

34 Leonitini, Didrachm, obv. Lion’s head as last, rev. Naked horseman to right, horse walking, *very fine* 1

36. Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana driving mule car to right, **MEΣ-SANA.**, rev. Hare running, dolphin below, **MEΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ.**, rare and very fine

* * * From the Bunbury collection.

37. Messana, Tetradrachm, Messana driving mule car to right, Victory crowning mules, dolphin in exergue, rev. Hare running, dolphin below, **MEΣΣΑΝΙΟΝ.**, fine and rare

1

38. Selinus, Didrachm, Selinon leaf, rev. Incuse square of twelve divisions; another Didrachm, Herakles contending with bull, which he is about to strike, **ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ.**, rev. Hypsea sacrificing at altar, stork and leaf behind, **ΗΥΨΑΣ.**, rare, both fine

2

39. Selinus, Tetradrachm, Apollo discharging arrow, in biga to right, rev. Selinus holding patera and branch, sacrificing, a cock in front, bull and leaf behind, **ΣΕΛΙΝΟΝΤΙΟΝ.**, very rare

1

40. Syracuse, Tetradrachm of archaic work hair falling below neck; another, with hair turned up loosely, rev. Quadriga; and 27 struck in copper, of various types and periods, some fine

29

41. Syracuse, electroon 50-Litra Piece, Head of Apollo to left, hair long, small horse's head behind, rev. Tripod, **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ.**, wt. 54 grs., rare

1

42. Syracuse, Didrachms (2), of Corinthian type, Head of Pallas in helmet without crest, **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ.**, rev. Pegasos to left, slightly varied, fine

2

43. Syracuse, gold Drachm, Head of young Ares to left laureated, rev. Fast biga to right, triskelion below horses, **ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ.**, wt. 65 grs., very fine and rare

1

* * * From the Lord Bagot collection.

44. Syracuse, Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to left, with cornwreath, three dolphins around, N. K. below, rev. Quadriga to left, charioteer holding long goad, triskelion above, **ΣΥΡΑ-ΚΟΣΙΩΝ.**, and Α in exergue, wt. 262 grs., very fine and rare

1

45. Syracuse, Agathocles, Tetradrachm, Head of Persephone to right, with **ΚΟΡΑΣ.** behind, rev. Nike erecting a trophy, triskelion behind, and **ΑΓΑΘΟΚΛΕΙΟΣ.** in field to left, very fine and rare

1

46. Syracuse, Agathocles, gold Stater, Head of Pallas to right in Corinthian helmet with crest, rev. Winged falcon dividing **ΑΓΑΘΟΚΛΕΙΟΣ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΙΟΣ.**, wt. 88 grs., very fine and very rare. [Pl. I]

* * * From sale of July 2nd, 1891.
47 Syracuse, Hicetas, gold Drachm, Head of Persephone with corn-wreath to left, cornucopia behind, to left ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. rev. Nike in biga to right, star above, Φ and Λ in field, ΕΠΙ. ΙΚΕΤΑΣ. in exergue, wt. 66 grs., fine and rare

48 Syracuse, Hiero II, gold Drachm, Head of Persephone to left, hair long, and wearing necklace and earring, rose behind, rev. Biga to left, Λ below horses, and ΙΕΡΩΝΟΣ. in exergue, wt. 66 grs., very fine and rare

** From the Wingate collection.

49 Syracuse, Gelon, 8-Litra Piece, Head of Gelon to left, rev. Nike in slow biga, ΜΙ., ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΟΙ. above, and in exergue ΓΕΛΩΝΟΣ. Hieronymus, Didrachm, Head to left diadem, Χ behind, rev. Winged fulmen, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΟΣ. ΙΕΡΩΝΥΜΟΥ. ΚΙ.; both fine and rare

50 Syracuse, Philistis, 16-Litra Piece, Veiled head of the Queen to left, wreath behind, rev. Nike in slow quadriga to right, ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΑΣ. ΦΙΛΙΣΤΙΔΟΣ., Φ above horses, fine and rare

51 Syracuse, Philistis, 16-Litra Piece, Veiled head of the Queen to left, torch behind, rev. Nike in fast quadriga, legend as last, and Ε below horses, very fine and rare

52 Syracuse, Democracy, 12-Litra Piece, Head of Pallas to left, rev. Artemis huntress to left, found at her feet, ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ. ΣΑ in the field, fine and rare

53 Syracuse, Α. Ηieron II, His head to left, rev. Armed horseman to right (10); Head of Poseidon, rev. Trident (5). Agathocles, Head of Artemis, rev. Fulmen (5). Tauromenion (5), varied. Zancle (3); some fine

TAURICA, &c.

54 Cherronesus, Α. (3). Coela, Imperial Α. rev. Frow, Panticapaeum, Α. Olbia, Α., Head of Borysthenes, bearded and horned, to left, rev. Bow in case, and battle axe, ΟΛΒΙΟ. ΦΙ., Dionysopolis, Marcianopolis, and Nicopolis, Imperial Α., some fine

55 Istrus, Drachms, Two heads facing, one inverted, rev. Eagle standing on dolphin, ΙΣΤΡΙΗ, four varieties with magistrates' initials Α., Δ. and Η., ΕΠ., ΦΥ., some fine

** From the Bunbury collection.

THRACIA.

56 Abdona, Tetradrachm, Griffin with curled wing seated to left on tunny fish, ΚΑΛΛΙΔΑΜΑΣ. rev. Incuse square with ΑΒΔΗΡΙΤΕΩΝ, enclosing a smaller quadripartite square, very fine and very rare. [Pl. I]
57. Abdera, Stater, Griffin with pointed wing seated to left, ΑΒΔΗΡΙΤΕΩΝ, rev. Head of Apollo to right, shell below, ΕΠΙΙΠΩΝΑΚΤΟΣ, very rare and fine; Triobol, rev. Goat's head, ΑΝΑΞΙΔΙΚΟΣ, and two in copper. 4

58. Aenus, Tetradrachm, Head of Hermes to right wearing petasos, rev. Goat standing to right within incuse square, ΑΙΝΙΟΝ, above, and terminal statue of Hermes on throne in front, very fine and rare. [Pl. I] 1

** From the Whittall collection.

59. Aenus, Tetradrachm, Head of Hermes facing wearing petasos, rev. Goat standing to right, ΑΙΝΙΟΝ, above, vase in front, and astragalos below, very fine and rare. [Pl. I] 1

** From the Subhi Pacha sale.


61. Maroneia, Staters, Horse cantering to left, rev. Vine-branch in linear square, ΜΑΡΩΝΙΤΕΩΝ, around; another with trident below horse, and rev. ΕΠΙΙΗΝΩΝΟΣ, around, both fine and rare. 2

62. Maroneia, Staters, Horse cantering to left with loose rein, ΜΑΡΩ, under, rev. Vine-branch in square, ΕΠΙΙΙΚΕΣΙΟ, around; another with rev. ΕΠΙΙΠΟΣΙΔΕΙΟΥ, around, both fine and rare. 2

** From the Bunbury collection.

63. Thasos, Staters (2), varied. Naked Silenus kneeling and holding a nymph in his arms, rev. Rough incuse square, both fine. 2

64. Thasos, Tetradrachms, Head of Dionysos with ivy-leaf, rev. Herakles standing holding club, &c., ΗΡΑΚΛΕΟΥΣ, ΣΟΤΗΡΟΣ, ΘΑΣΙΩΝ, mostly very fine. 4

** Three are from the Bunbury collection.

65. Lysimachus, gold Stater, Head to right with horn of Ammon, rev. Pallas seated to left, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ, trident in exergue, and monogram ΠΑ, before figures, very fine. 4

66. Lysimachus, gold Stater; another similar, but with ΛΥ before figure, and monogram ΚΑΛΛ, under seat, very fine. 1

67. Lysimachus, Tetradrachm, Head to right with horn of Ammon, rev. Pallas seated to left, with small terminal figure of Hermes on throne, in front, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ. (Müller, no. 114), struck at Aenus, very fine and rare. 1

** From the Col. Thomas collection.
68 Lysimachus, Tetradrachms, same type as last, with rev. terminal figure (M. no. 85), struck at Sestos; and rev. Π and monogram ΠΕΠ (M. no. 406a), struck at Pergamum; Drachms (2), varied, some fine  

69 Cose, gold Stater, The Consul Brutus between two lictors, ΚΟΣΩΝ, monogram BR, rev. Eagle holding wreath, very fine  

**PAEONIA.**

70 Lyceius, Drachm, Head of Apollo, rev. Lion springing to right, ΛΥΚΚΕΙΟΥ, very rare  

71 Patraeus, Tetradrachm, Young head laureated to right, rev. Horseman spearing prostrate foe, ΠΑΥΡΟΥ. above, vase behind, fine and well spread  

72 Andoleon, Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas facing, wearing crested helmet, rev. Horse to right, ΑΥΔΩΛΕΟΝΤΟΣ above, and monogram AX. between legs, rare  

**MACEDONIA.**

73 In genere, Tetradrachm, Bust of Artemis in centre of Macedonian shield, rev. Club of Hercules and ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ. ΠΡΩΤΗΣ. within wreath, monogram AP, fine  

74 In genere, Tetradrachm, Bust as last, rev. Club, and hand holding branch above, ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ. below, the whole within wreath, fine and very rare  

75 In genere, Tetradrachm, Head of Alexander, ΜΑΚΕΔΟΝΩΝ, rev. Quaestorial insignia and AΣΙΛΛΑΣ. within wreath. Tetrobol, Female head, rev. Prow; and 11 struck in copper, varied, some fine  

76 Ascanthus, Tetradrachm, Lion attacking bull, ΠΟ. in exegeuse, rev. Incuse square with ΑΚΑΝΘΘΙΟΝ., enclosing a smaller quadriripartite square, fine and very rare  

77 Amphipolis, ΑΕ (10), varied. Eion, small Silver. Neapolis, Drachms (2), ΑΕ (4). Pella, ΑΕ (3). Thessalonica, ΑΕ (4), varied, one Imperial. Tragilus, ΑΕ, rev. Rose  

78 Chaleidice, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo laureated to left, rev. Lyre with seven chords, ΧΑΛΚΙΔΕΩΝ., very fine and rare. [Pl. 1]  

*** From the Montagu collection.

79 Mende, Tetradrachm, Ass standing with crow on his back, ΜΙΝΔΑ, rev. Four mouse triangles, early period, fine and very rare.
80 Alexander I, Tetradrachm, Naked warrior armed with two spears, and wearing kausia, standing beside a horse, rev. Inscribed square with ΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΣ, enclosing a smaller quadrangular square, very fine and very rare


82 Philip II, gold Stater, Laureated head of Apollo to right, rev. Biga to right, ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ, in exergue, and Trident below horses (Müller, no. 59), very fine

* * From the Babington collection.

83 Philip II, gold Stater; another, similar type, with kantharos under horses (Müller, no. 108), struck at Mende

84 Philip II, gold Stater; another, similar type, with bee above horses (Müller, no. 190), struck at Melita, fine

85 Philip II, Tetradrachm, Head of Zeus, rev. Boy rider on horseback to right, fulmen below (Müller, no. 5), Polla; another, with rev. Torch, Λ and monogram under horse (Müller, no. 37), Amphipolis, fine. Tetrobols, &c. (11), rev. Horseman prancing to right, and rev. Horseman walking to left, varied, some fine

86 Alexander III, gold Double Stater, Head of Pallas in crested helmet to right, rev. Nike holding wreath, ΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ to right, figure and ΛΩ in front (Müller, no. 639), wt. 285 grs., well preserved and very rare

* * * From the Ashley collection.

87 Alexander III, gold Stater, type as last lot, with caduceus on reverse (Müller, no. 205), Pelagodia

88 Alexander III, gold Stater, another, with rev. ΠΟ and forepart of Pegasus before Nike, fine

89 Alexander III, Tetradrachms, Head of Herakles, rev. Zeus seated on throne, with ivy leaf in front (Müller, Class I, no. 244), with cornucopia and ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. (M. no. 369), Coela; with cornucopia alone; with wreath and Π. (M. no. 549); with cap and ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. (M. no. 854); and with ΧΥ, ΔΑ, under throne, some fine

90 Alexander III, Tetradrachms; with monogram and ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ as Müller, Class 2, no. 1280; with wreath, &c. (M. no. 1298); with forepart of ram and ΔΑ. (M. no. 1338), Damascos; with άφ. (M. no. 1427), Ace; and with άφ. II. III. = (see M. no. 1430), Ace, some fine
91 Alexander III, Tetradrachms; with fulmen and Τ; with scorpion and ΜΕ. (M. no. 1337), Commagene; with Μ, and monogram; with torch, Λ, and monogram, two varied (M. Class IV, nos. 34 and 37), Amphipolis; and one similar, but with star (M. no. 62), some fine.

92 Alexander III, Tetradrachms; with torch, Λ, and bonnet (M. no. 72), Amphipolis; with two monograms (see M. no. 165), Acrothion; with Χ, bonnet and wreath (M. no. 642); with wheat-ear, ΜΙ, and wreath (M. no. 746); with figure and ΝΟ. (M. no. 875), Sicyon, mostly very fine.

93 Alexander III, Tetradrachms; with Λ, Τ, torch and Ε; with monogram ΗΘ, with monogram ΑΡ; with Μ, ΑΥ; with escutcheon (see M. no. 385, as Class I), mostly very fine.

94 Alexander III, Tetradrachms; with tree and monogram ΑΡ. (M. Class III, no. 1580), Aratus; with monogram ΓΗ; with monogram ΜΕ and Θ; with griffin seated and monogram (see M. no. 284, etc.), Abdera; with ΑΙΝΗΤΩΡ, rose and ΡΟ. (M. Class VI, no. 1160), Rhodes, some fine and rare.

95 Alexander III, Tetradrachms; with cup in wreath (M. no. 950), Cyrene; with ΔΑΜΑΤΡΙΟΣ, rose and ΡΟ. (M. no. 1162), Rhodes; with ΦΙ. (M. no. 1185), Philomelium; with ΑΣ Κ. (see M. nos. 1204, 1205), Aspendus; with ΠΡΩ, helmet and ἹΡΑ. (M. Class VII, no. 461), Mesembria, some fine and rare.

96 Alexander III, Drachms (7), varied symbols; and 31 copper, various, some fine.

97 Philip III, Gold Stater, Head of Pallas to right, in helmet, rev. Nike standing to left, holding wreath, ΦΙΛΙΝΠΟΥ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, wheel, monogram and Ν, in the field (M. no. 27), Acaulithus, very fine.

98 Philip III, Tetradrachms (4), Head of Herakles, rev. Zeus seated on throne, to left; Drachms (4), similar type, some fine.

99 Philip III, Antigonus, Philip V, and Perseus, copper, various, some fine.

100 Demetrius Poliorcetes, Tetradrachm, Nike standing on prow, blowing a trumpet, rev. Poseidon wielding a trident to left, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ, Monogram and dolphin in the field, very fine and rare.

* * From the Huber collection.

101 Demetrius Poliorcetes, Drachm and Half Drachm, similar type to the last, both with Α and Ν, in circle, in field, rare, the former fine.
102 Demetrius Poliorcetes, Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Demetrius to right, rev. Poseidon standing to left, resting foot on rock, and leaning on trident, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ**, two monograms, rare and extremely fine

103 Demetrius Poliorcetes, Tetradrachm, Diademed head of Demetrius to right, rev. Poseidon seated on rock, holding trident and trident, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ**, and monogram, fine and very rare. [Pl. I]

* * * From the General Moore and Huber collections.

104 Antigonus Gonatus, Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield with head of Pan in centre, rev. Athena Alkis to left, armed with shield, hurling thunderbolt, helmet before, monogram ΗΡ, behind, very fine

105 Antigonus Doson, Tetradrachm, Head of Poseidon to right, rev. Apollo seated on prow, on which is inscribed **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΑΝΤΙΦΩΝΟΥ**, monogram below, very rare

106 Philip V, Tetradrachm, Macedonian shield with head of Perseus in centre, rev. Club and **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΦΙΛΙΠΠΟΥ**, within wreath, fine

107 Philip V, Didrachm, Head of Philip to right, diademed and bearded, rev. similar to last, with monograms ΣΟ, ΔΙ, and ΡΙ, fine and rare

* * * From the Subhi Pacha collection.

108 Philip V, Drachm, similar type to the last with rev. monograms ΣΟ, ΔΙ, and ΣΙ, fine and rare

109 Perseus, Tetradrachm, Head of Perseus to right, diademed, rev. Eagle on fulmen, and **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΠΕΡΣΕΟΣ**, within wreath, very fine and very rare

**THESSALIA.**

110 Lamia, Half Drachms (2), rev. Amphora. Larissa, Drachm, Head nearly facing, rev. Horse to left, **ΛΑΡΙΣΑΙΩΝ. ἈΕ. Περραχθέν. Η. Πέτρακαθαμι, Half Drachm, Man and fore-part of bull, rev. Fore-part of horse, pierced. Phalanna, Drachm, Male head, rev. Horse to right, **ἈΕ** (3). Phebalus, **ἈΕ** (5), some rare

**ILLYRIA.**

111 Apollonia, **ἈΕ** (3), rev. Cornucopia, and rev. Tripod. Dyrrhachium, Stater, Cow to right, suckling calf, rev. Stellate square, **ΔΥΡ.** and club; smaller (5), one with fore-part of cow and **ἈΦΡΟ.** Corinthian type, Stater, and five smaller
EPIRUS.

112. In genere, Didrachm, Heads jugate of Zeus Dodonaeos and Dione to right, rev. Bull buttling to right, and ΑΝΔΡΩΤΑΝ within wreath, fine and rare. [Pl. I] 1

* * * From the Bateman collection.

113. Didrachm, similar to last, but pierced; Drachms and smaller (4), and seven in copper, all scarce 12

114. Damastium, Stater, Head of Apollo to left, laurate, rev. Tripod, with Ζ between legs, ΔΑΜΑΣΤΙΝΩΝ, fine 1

* * * From the Bunbury collection, lot 863.

115. Pyrrhus, Head of Persephone to right, star behind, rev. Pallas to left, with spear and shield, fulmen in front, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΠΥΡΡΟΥ, lot. 86 grs., rare. Ambracian, Stater, Corinthian type, Ε (9), rev. Oboleisk, and rev. Apollo. Nicopolis, Ε (9), varied 19

CORCYRA.

116. Stater, Cow to left suckling calf, rev. Two star-like patterns, enclosed in separate oblong incises; smaller sizes, Amphora, rev. Star, Veiled head, rev. Pegasos in wreath, and two of Corinthian types; Ε (40), various, a few Imperial, some fine 45

ACARNANIA.

117. Didrachm, Head of beardless Achelous to right, ΛΥΚΟΥΡΓΟΣ behind, rev. Apollo seated to left holding bow, Θ. before, ΑΚΑΡΝΑΝΩΝ behind; Drachms (2), similar type, but with monograms ΘΕ and ΑΡ, very rare 3

118. Alyzia, Argos Amphilochoium, and Anactorium, Staters of the Corinthian type, with various symbols, some fine 12

119. Leucas, Staters (12), of the Corinthian type, and smaller (6), varied symbols, some fine 18

120. Leucos, Didrachm, Statue of Aphrodite with stag, within wreath, rev. Prow to right, with magistrate’s name, ΝΙΚΟΜΑΧΟΥ, and trident above, and monogram ΑΥ, in front; fine and rare 1

* * * From the General Cambre collection.

121. Leucos, Ε, various types, an interesting series, many fine 126

122. Oeniadea, Ε (6), Head of Zeus; Stratus, Ε (4), Head of Pallas; Federal, Ε (3), Head of Herakles; all with rev. Head of Achelous, some fine. Thyrseium, Ε (11), rev. Owl 24
AETOLIA.

123 Didrachm, Head of Aetolos to right, ΦI. below, rev. Naked warrior, with kausia hanging at his back, and sword under his arm, standing to left, his foot on a rock, and leaning on spear, Δ before him, and ΑΙΤΩΛΩΝ, behind, fine and very rare; Half Drachm, Head of Aetolia, wearing kausia, rev. Boar to right, two monograms, below, fine; ΑΕ (2), rev. Spear and jaw-bone

* * * The first coin is from the Bunbury collection.

LOCRI.

124 Locri Opuntii, Stater, Head of Persephone, with corn wreath to right, rev. The Locrian Ajax to right, with sword and shield, the latter ornamented with griffin, ΟΠΟΝΤΙΩΝ, very fine and rare; Half Drachm, similar type, with vase between legs; Obol, Amphora, rev. Star, and two in copper, all scarce

BOEOTIA.

125 Thebes, Stater, Boeotian shield, rev. Head of bearded Dionysos to right, crowned with ivy, very fine and rare

126 Thebes, &c., Stater and smaller (7), various types, ΑΕ (8), various; and an Obol of Phocis

ATTICA.

127 Athens, Tetradrachms (3), different periods, and various smaller (7); ΑΕ (10)

128 Athens, Tetradrachms of later period, with magistrates' names, ΕΥΜΗΛΟΣ. ΚΑΛΛΙΦΩΝ, Woman standing, ΠΟΛΕΜΩΝ. ΑΛΚΕΤΗΣ, Tripod, ΠΟΛΥΧΑΡΜΗ. ΝΙΚΟΓ, Caduceus, ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΣ. ΑΓΑΘΙΝΟΣ, Pilei of the Dioscuri, and ΗΡΑΚΛΗΣ. ΕΥΚΛΗΣ, Nike, some very fine

AEGINA.

129 Stater, early type, Tortoise with plain shell; another with shell marked clearly, rev. Five divisions of incuse square, with Α. Σ. and dolphin within, very fine; and a Drachm of similar type

ACHAIA.

130 Achaean League, Hemidrachma (5), Corinth, early type, Stater, Pegasos, rev. Incuse swastika pattern, and two smaller; Transitional types, Staters (3), Head of Athena in incuse square, and four smaller, some rare
Corinth, Staters, later periods, with various symbols, some fine. 19
Corinth, Hemidrachms and smaller, of later periods, with various symbols (68), some fine; Æ (7), Pegasos, rev. Trident 75
Sicyon, Stater, Chimera to left, ΣΕ below, rev. Dove flying to left, within laurel wreath, fine; smaller sizes, various types (5); Æ (11), various. Patrae, Æ (3), rev. Pallas, and rev. Poseidon. Phlius Æ (2) 22

ELIS.

Stater, Head of Zeus to right, rev. Eagle to right, on capital of Ionic column, fine and rare 1

* * * From the Montagu collection.

ZACYNTHUS.

Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo to right, laureated, rev. Tripod with ΙΑ between legs, and ΔΙΩΝΟΣ around, wt. 231 grs., very rare and fine 1

MESSENE, LACONIA, &c.


ARGOLIS, &c.

Argos, Stater, Two dolphins in opposite directions, rev. Rough incuse square; Half Stater, same type, both fine and rare 2

* * * From the Bunbury collection.

Argos, Stater, Head of Hera to right, wearing stephanos with floral ornament, rev. Two dolphins in opposite directions, a quiver between them, and ΑΡΕΙΩΝ. around, wt. 181 grs., fine and rare; Half Drachms (2), Forepart of wolf; Æ. (8), rev. Athena, and rev. Α. Arcadia. Megalopolis, Ρ and Æ 13

CRETE.

Chersonesus, Stater, Head of Britomartis to left, laureated, rev. Herakles striking to left with club, ΧΕΡΣΟ, retrograde in front, fine and rare 1

* * * From the Bunbury and Whittall collections.

Cnossus, Stater, Head of Demeter to right, hair bound with corn wreath, rev. Square labyrinth, no ornament in centre, fine and rare. [Pl. I] 1

* * From the Bunbury collection.
141. Cnossos, Drachm, Head of Apollo to left, rev. Square labyrinth, with ΚΝΩΣΙ below, and AP on either side, fine and rare.

142. Cydonia, Stater, Female head to left, rev. Kydon standing to left, stringing his bow, KYΔ., fine and rare.

143. Eleuthera, Stater, Head of Apollo to left, hair bound in three rows, rev. Apollo standing, facing, holding stone and bow, countermarked with a caduceus, rare.

144. Gortyna, Stater, Europa seated in tree, rev. Bull standing to right, looking back, fine and rare.

145. Lyttus, Stater, Eagle flying to left, rev. Boar's head to right, and ΛΥΤΤΙΘ, within incuse square, fine and very rare.

* * * From the Bunbury collection.

146. Phaestus, Stater, Hercules standing, facing, a tree to right, and a serpent to left, rev. Bull to left within wreath, fine and rare.

147. Phaestus, Stater, Herakles striking at Hydra, with his club, a crab between his feet, rev. Bull walking to right, ΦΑΙΣΤΙΘ, very fine and rare.

* * * From the Bunbury collection.

148. Polyrhenium, Stater, Head of Zeus to right, laureated, rev. Bull's head facing, with fillet, ΠΟΛΥΡΗΝΙΟΘ, around, and ΧΑΡΙΣ, above, fine and very rare. [PL. I]

* * * Also from the Bunbury collection.

149. Rhauchus, Stater, Poseidon holding trident, and leading horse to right, rev. Trident, ΠΑΥΚΙΘ, rare and very fine.

EUBOEA, &c.

150. Caryat, Didrachm, Cow suckling calf, rev. Cock to right, ΚΑΡΥΘ, very fine and very rare. [PL. I]

* * * From the Bunbury collection.

151. Eretria, Octobol, Head of Artemis to right, rev. Ox recumbent, ΕΡΕΤΡΙΘΘ, above, ΦΑΝΙΘΘ, below, (Head fig. 226.) wt. 91 grs., very fine and rare.


153. Syros, Tetradrachm, Head of Demeter to right, with corn, wreath, rev. The two Kabeiris standing, each holding a spear and surmounted by a star, ΘΕΩΝ, ΚΑΒΕΙΡΙΘΘ, ΣΥΡΙΘΘ, the whole within a wreath, fine and very rare. [PL. I.]
PONTUS.

154 Mithradates IV, Tetradrachm, Head of king to right, with square countermark on cheek, rev. Zeus enthroned, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ, sun, moon and monogram ΠΑΙ. in field, fine and very rare. 1

155 Mithradates VI, Eupator, Tetradrachm, Head of king with flowing hair to right, rev. Stag feeding to left, symbols and monograms before and behind, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΙΘΡΑΔΑΤΟΥ ΕΥΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ. ΕΙΝ, date ΔΚΣ. (224), wt. 254 grs., very fine and rare. [Pl. I] 1

* From the Bunbury collection.

EUSPORUS, BITHYNIA, &c.


157 Bithynia, Nicomedes II and III, Tetradrachms, Head diademed to right, rev. Zeus standing, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΝΙΚΟΜΗΔΟΥ, with two monograms, and with monogram and date ΘΟΡ (199), both very fine. 2

MYSIA.

158 Cyzicus, Head of Persephone to left, hair in veil and wearing earring, rev. Lion's head to left, tunny fish below ΚΥΣΙ, wt. 169 grs., very fine and rare. 1

159 Cyzicus, another, similar type to the last, but wt. 128 grs., fine and rare. 1


161 Pergamus, Eumenes I, Tetradrachm, Head of Philetareus to right, rev. Pallas enthroned, holding a shield before her, ivy leaf under arm, Α. on seat, ΦΙΛΕΤΑΙΡΟΥ and bow behind, fine and rare. 1
Pergamum, Cistophori, Tetradrachma, Cista with half open lid from which a serpent is issuing, all within wreath, rev. Two serpents with bow case between, with the letters BA MA. ΑΣ and monogram, one fine

TROAS.

Tenedos, Tetradrachm, Janiformed head, rev. Double axe, TENEΔION above, monogram, bunch of grapes, and figure of Hercules below, all within laurel wreath, very fine and rare. [Pl. I]

** From the Neligan collection.
SECOND DAY'S SALE.

AEOLIS, LESBOS AND IONIA.

164. Cyme, Tetradrachm, Head to right, bound with fillet, rev. Horse to right, KYMAION, in front, SEYOH, in exergue, all within wreath, very fine

165. Myrina, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo to right, rev. Apollo Gryneus standing to right holding patera and branch, amphora in front, MYPINAIION, and monogram DN, behind, the whole within wreath, very fine

166. Cyme, Elia and Myrina, AE. Lesbos, Mytilene, Potin, Two calves' heads face to face, olive tree between, rev. small incuse square, Ionia, Chazomene, Drachm, Head of Apollo nearly facing, rev. Swan to left, ΚΛΑ., wt. 62 grs., rare and fine

167. Ephesus, Tetradrachm, Bee ΕΦ., rev. Forepart of stag, palm tree behind and MENOITIOΣ, in front; Drachm, rev. Stag standing before palm tree ΜΗΤΡΑ.; Tetradrachma (2) of the Cistophorus type, and three Imperial AE, varied

168. Erythrae, Tetradrachm, Head of young Herakles in lion's skin, rev. ΕΡΥ., Club and bow in case, between them ΠΕΛΟΠΙΔΗΣ, owl and monogram in field, fine and very rare

169. Erythrae, Drachms, same type as the preceding coin, but with magistrates' names, ΛΠΕΛΛΑΣ, ΑΣΚΑΙΝΙΛΙΑ, ΔΗΜΑΘΟΣ, ΔΙΟΝΥΣΙΟΣ, ΕΥΘΥΝΟΥΣ, ΙΩΚΡΑΤΗΣ, ΜΟΛΙΩΝ, ΧΑΡΜΗΣ, mostly fine

170. Erythrae, ΑΕ (11), various. Magnesia, Imperial AE. Smyrna, ΑΕ (3), one of Gordian. Chios, AE. Samos, AE (2), of Gordian III and Galienus, some fine

171. Smyrna, Tetradrachm, Head of Kybele to right, turreted, rev. Lion walking to right, IMYPAION, above, and EYMIPNOS, ΣΙΠΥΛΟΥ, below, the whole within wreath, fine and rare. [Pl. III]

* From the Subhi Pacha sale.

172. Chios, Sphinx seated to left, large amphora and bunch of grapes in front, rev. Incuse square divided by two bands, on one of which is AGMINOS, wt. 178 grs., fine and rare

173. Samos, Tetradrachm, Lion's scalp facing, rev. Forepart of bull to right, ΛΗΣΙΑΝ, above, and ΣΑ, and monogram in front, fine and rare.
CARIA.


175 Mausolus, Tetradrachm, Head of Apollo, nearly facing, rev. Zeus walking to right, holding bipennis and spear, ΜΑΥΣΣΩΛΟ, Drachms (2) of same type, all rare 3

176 Pixodarus, Didrachms (2), of similar type to last lot, but reading ΠΙΞΟΔΑΡΟΥ, one very fine 2

** The fine one from the Neligan collection. 2

177 Calymna, Didrachms, Head of warrior to right, in helmet with cheek-piece, rev. Lion and ΚΑΛΥΜΝΙΟΝ. within dotted border, rare, one very fine 2

178 Kos, Drachm, Head of Hercules, rev. Veiled female head; smaller (2), with rev. Crab, and rev. Coiled serpent; Aε, Head of Asklepios, rev. Coiled serpent, rare 4

179 Rhodes, Didrachm, Head of Helios, nearly facing, rev. Full-blown rose, ΑΓΗΣΕΙΔΑΜΟΥ. above; smaller, Head to right, rev. Rose in incuse square, ΚΑΛΛΙΞΕΙ., and Head facing, rev. Rose, the first named, very fine 3

PAMPHYLIA.

180 Aspendus, Stater, Two wrestlers contending, ΣΟ. between them, rev. Slinger, ΕΣΤΣΕΒΙΔΙΣ. behind, triquetra in front, fine 1

181 Side, Stater, Pallas standing to left, resting on shield, and holding Nike, pomegranate in front, Aramaic (i) letters behind, rev. Apollo standing to left, clad in chiton, sacrificing at altar, wt. 157 grs., very rare 1

182 Side, Tetradrachm, Head of Pallas to right in crested helmet, rev. Nike walking to left, pomegranate and ΔΗΜ., pierced; another, with rev. Pomegranate and ΚΛΕΥΧ., very fine 2

CILICIA.

183 Nagidus, Stater, Aphrodite seated to left, holding patera, Eros in front, crowning her, rev. Dionysos standing to left, holding vine branch and chrysos, ΙΔ. in front, ΝΑΓΙΔΕΩΝ. behind, wt. 150 grs., very fine and rare. [Pl. I] 1

** From the Neligan collection. 1

184 Soli, Stater, Head of Pallas to right in crested helmet, rev. Bunch of grapes, ΣΟΛΕΩΝ. below, ΠΕ., ΑΙ. and countermark at sides, fine and rare 1
185 Mazeus, Statere, Balsars seated to left, holding ear of corn and bunch of grapes, and resting on sceptre, Aramaic characters behind, rev. Lion attacking stag to left, Aramaic characters in field, all within dotted square border. Tarsus, AE, Zeus seated, ΤΑΡΣΕΩΝ, rev. Club within laurel wreath, both very fine

LYDIA.

186 Tralles, Tetradrachm of the Cistophorus type, PYLCHER. PROCOS, rare. Magnesia and Sardis, AE (3), varied and rare

PHRYGIA.


188 Apameia, Cistophorus, similar to one in last lot. Grimenothyre, AE (2), rev. Pallas standing, and rev. Zeus seated, rare. Laodiceia, Cistophorus, ΛΑΟ and ΑΠΟΛΛΩΝΙΟΣ, ΕΥΑΡΧΟΥ, very fine. Tripolis, AE, Head of Pallas, rare

GALATIA.

189 Amyntas, Head of Pallas to right in crested helmet, rev. Nike to left, bearing sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΜΥΝΤΟΥ, date 1B, very fine; and a small modern struck piece in gold, of similar type. Ancyra, AE, of Julia Domna, rev. Female seated, ΜΗΤΡΟΠΟΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΚΥΡΑΣ, rare

CAPPADOCIA.

190 Drachms of Ariarathes IV, VI. Ariobarzanes I, III, and Arbo- leus, with various monograms and letters, some fine

SYRIA.

191 Seleucus I, Nicator. Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles to right in lion’s skin, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding eagle and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, monogram before, and ΔΙ under chair (B. M. Cat. no. 5), very fine and rare

192 Seleucus I, Tetradrachm, Head of Zeus to right, rev. Pallas in quadriga of elephants to right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ, very rare

193 Seleucus I, Tetradrachm, Head to right in helmet of skin, lion’s skin round throat, rev. Nike placing wreath on trophy, ΑΡ, head of Helios and monogram at base, wt. 244 gms., well preserved and very rare

* * * From the sale of June 24th, 1882.
194 Seleneus I, Drachms (4). Head of Zeus to right, rev. Pallas in quadriga of elephants; another, type as lot 193 (B. M. Cat. no. 39), rare, but pierced; and an Obol, Tripod, rev. Anchor (no. 42), very fine.

195 Antiochus I, Soter, Tetradrachm, Head of Herakles to right, in lion’s skin, rev. Zeus seated to left resting on sceptre, and holding Nike who is presenting a wreath to him, ANTIOXY. BASILEUS, monogram under throne, and ΑΣ. (Ascalon) in front, very fine and very rare. * * From the Montagu collection.

196 Antiochus I, Tetradrachm, Young head of Antiochus to right diadem, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, holding two arrows and bow, monograms ΠΑ. and ΗΡ. (B. M. Cat. no. 3), very fine.

197 Antiochus I, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but Apollo holds only one arrow, monograms ΑΡ. and ΩΧΥ. (B. M. Cat. no. 7), very fine.

198 Antiochus I, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but with varied monograms (B. M. Cat. no. 10), fine.

199 Antiochus I, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but with other monograms (B. M. Cat. no. 16), fine.

200 Antiochus I, Tetradrachm, rev. Apollo holding three arrows, horse feeding at foot, and two monograms in front (B. M. Cat. no. 20), struck at Larissa, very fine. * * From the Montagu collection.

201 Antiochus I, Tetradrachm, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos holding one bow and arrow, ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ. ANTIOXY. (B. M. Cat. no. 22), well preserved and extremely rare. * * From the Bunbury collection.

202 Antiochus II, Theos, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right diadem, with wing of Hermes, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, BASILEUS. ANTIOXY. ex. horse feeding and two monograms (varied from B. M. Cat. no. 7), very fine and very rare. * * From the Huber collection.

203 Antiochus II, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right diadem, rev. Herakles seated to left on lion’s skin, right hand resting on club, BASILEUS. ANTIOXY., kantakos behind, monogram 1Ω. and spear-head in exergue (varied from B. M. Cat.), very fine and very rare. * * From the sale of May 31st, 1876.
204 Seleucus II, Callinicus, Tetradrachm, Head of Seleucus to right diademed, rev. Apollo standing holding an arrow and leaning on tripod, $\text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ \ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ}$, monogram $\Pi\Lambda\Pi$ within circle, in front (varied from B. M. Cat. no. 8), very fine; and a Drachm of same type, with monograms $\text{VΛ}$ and $\Delta\Pi\Pi$, fine

205 Antiochus Hierax, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right diademed, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, holding bow and arrow, monogram $\Pi\AP$ in front, very fine and rare

206 Antiochus Hierax, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but with monograms $\Omega\Pi$ and $\Pi\HY$, left and right of Apollo, rare

207 Antiochus Hierax, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but with monograms $\Pi\Delta$ and $\Pi\Lambda$ on reverse (B. M. Cat. no. 9), very fine and rare

208 Seleucus III, Ceraunus, Tetradrachm, Head of Seleucus to right diademed, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, holding arrow and bow, $\text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ \ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ}$, monograms $\ME$ and $\Delta\Gamma\K$, left and right (B. M. Cat. no. 14), fine and rare

209 Antiochus, Son of Seleucus III, Tetradrachm, Head of the young Antiochus to right diademed, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos holding arrow and bow, $\text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ \ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ}$, tripod in front, monogram $\Pi\P$ in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 1), fine and very rare

** From the Montagu (1894) collection.

210 Antiochus III the Great, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right diademed, fillet border, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, holding arrow and bow, $\text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ \ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ}$, a cornucopia in front, rare and very fine

** From the Bunbury collection.

211 Antiochus III, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, but without symbol or monogram on reverse, very fine

212 Antiochus III, Tetradrachm, smaller head in plain border to right, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos with $\text{Α. \Pi}$ and a bird in front, and $\Sigma$ behind, fine and rare

213 Antiochus III, Tetradrachm, Head as last, rev. Elephant to right, $\text{ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ}$ above, $\text{ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ}$ below, and monograms $\text{ΟΕ}$ and $\text{Κ}$ on either side (B. M. Cat. no. 29), fine and extremely rare

214 Antiochus III, Drachmas (3), with rev. Apollo seated on omphalos and varied letters in field; Drachmas (2), with rev. Elephant to right and monogram (B. M. Cat. no. 31)
215. Seleucus IV, Philopator, Tetradrachm, Head of Seleucus to right
diademed, fillet border, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos,
**ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ.**, palm in front, monogram
**ΔΙ.**, in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 8), rare

216. Seleucus IV, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, but with **ΣΑ.**
and monogram **ΠΑ.** on rev.; Drachm, similar, with **ΣΑ.** and
eagle on rev., both very rare

217. Antiochus IV, Epiphanes, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to
right, fillet border, rev. Zeus seated on throne to left; holding
Nike turned towards him, and sceptre, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ.**
**ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΘΕΟΥ. ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ.**, very fine and
rare

218. Antiochus IV, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, but on rev. Nike
is turned away from Zeus, and the ex. has **ΝΙΧΗΦΟΡΟΥ.**
monogram **ΔΙ.** to left (B. M. Cat. no. 17), fine

219. Antiochus V, Eupator, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right,
fillet border, rev. Zeus seated on throne to left, holding Nike
turned from him, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΣΥΝΑ-
ΤΟΡΟΥ.**, monogram **Μ.** to left (B. M. Cat. no. 5), fine and
rare

220. Demetrius I, Soter, Tetradrachm, Head of Demetrius to right,
within laurel wreath, rev. Tyche seated to left holding
sceptre and cornucopia, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ.**
**ΕΩΤΗΡΟΣ.**, two monograms to left (Apamea), date
**ΘΝΡ.** (159) in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 7), fine

221. Demetrius I, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, but varied mon-
grams (Antioch), and date **ΞΡ.** (160) in exergue (B. M. Cat.
no. 11), fine

222. Demetrius I, Tetradrachm, similar type, but varied monograms
(Heraclea), and date **ΑΞΡ.** (161), in exergue, very fine

223. Demetrius I, Tetradrachm, Head in wreath, rev. Tyche seated to
left, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ.**, monogram **ΝΑ.** to
left (B. M. Cat. no. 31), very fine

224. Demetrius I, Drachms (6); rev. Cornucopia, with monograms
**ΉΡ.** and **ΑΝ.** and **ΟΝΑ.**, all dated **ΑΞΡ.** (161); and a Drachm
with rev. Tyche seated, **ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ.**
very rare

225. Alexander I, Bala, Tetradrachm, Head of Alexander to right,
slight drapery around neck, rev. Eagle standing to left on
prow, **ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ.**, monogram **ΓΗΡ.**
and date **ΞΡ.** (167), (B. M. Cat. nos. 3-4), very fine and rare
226. Alexander I, Tetradrachm, Head of Alexander to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding Nike and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, ΘΕΟΜΑΤΟΡΟΣ ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ, cornucopia in front, monogram ΠΡ (Ptolemais), and date ΓΞΠ (163) in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 8), fine and rare

227. Alexander I, Tetradrachm, similar type, with monogram ΑΠ before Zeus, and date ΔΞΠ (164) and ΠΡ in exergue (see B. M. Cat. nos. 9 and 11), fine and rare

228. Alexander I, Tetradrachm, similar type, with date ΕΞΠ (165) and monogram ΓΜ in exergue, fine and rare

229. Alexander I, Tetradrachm, similar type, with monogram ΛΩ before Zeus, and date ΗΞΠ (166) and Ν in exergue, very fine and rare

230. Alexander I, Drachma, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, with cornucopia in front, or various letters in exergue, some fine

231. Demetrius II, Nicator, first reign, Tetradrachm of Sidon, Head of Demetrius to right, slight drapery around neck, rev. Eagle on prow, ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, date ΘΞΠ (169) and monogram ΠΑ in front, ΣΙΔΩ and aplustre behind (B. M. Cat. no. 2), fine and rare

232. Demetrius II, Tetradrachm, Head of Demetrius to right, fillet border, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ. ΘΕΟΥ. ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ. ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ, monogram ΜΤ in front, date ΞΞΠ (167) and Θ in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 10), rare

233. Demetrius II, Tetradrachm, Head as last, rev. Tyche seated to left, holding sceptre and cornucopia, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ. ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ. ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ, monogram ΑΥ in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 18), very fine and very rare

** From the Subhi Pacha sale.

234. Antiochus VI, Dionysus, Tetradrachm, Youthful head of Antiochus to right, radiated and diademed, fillet border, rev. the Dioscuri on horseback, charging to left, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ ΔΙΟΝΥΣΟΥ, ΤΡΥ and monogram ΧΑ behind horses, and date ΘΞΠ (169) and ΣΤΑ below, the whole within a wreath (see B. M. Cat. no. 2), fine and very rare. [PL. II]

** From the sale of May 31, 1876.

235. Antiochus VI, Drachms (3), with rev. Apollo seated to left, ΣΤΑ and dates in exergue; another Drachm, rev. Spiked helmet with cheek pieces, ΤΡΥ, and monogram ΠΡ; Half Drachm, rev. Panther to left, monogram ΧΑ below, mostly fine and very rare
236 Tryphon, Diodotus, Drachm, Head of Tryphon to right, rev. Spiked helmet with cheek pieces, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΤΡΥΦΩΝΟΣ ΑΝΤΙΚΡΑΤΟΡΟΣ, monogram ΔΠ, to left (B. M. Cat. no. 3), fine and extremely rare. [Pl. II] 1

* * * From the Whittall collection.

237 Antiochus VII, Sidetes, Tetradrachms of Tyre, Head of Antiochus to right, draped bust, rev. Eagle to left on prow, ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, monogram ΑΣΥ, and dates ΣΟΠ (176) and ΣΟΠ (177) behind (B. M. Cat. nos. 6 and 7), the latter very fine 2

238 Antiochus VII, Didrachms of Tyre, type as last, ΑΡΕ and monogram ΤΥΡ. on club in front of eagle, ΑΣΥ, and date ΣΟΠ (176) behind, Σ. between the legs, fine and very rare 1

239 Antiochus VII, Didrachm, similar to last but with monogram between legs, and varied date; Drachms (2), rev. Nike advancing to left, monogram ΔΙ, in front (B. M. Cat. nos. 39 and 42); another Drachm, with rev. The deity Sandan standing on a horned and winged monster, all very rare 4

240 Antiochus VII, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right, rev. Pallas standing, armed, to left, holding Nike, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΥΕΡΓΕΤΟΥ, monogram ΔΠ and A. in front, Ο. behind, the whole within laurel wreath (B. M. Cat. no. 23), very fine 1

* * * From the Northwick collection.

241 Antiochus VII, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but with Φ. behind Pallas (B. M. Cat. no. 26), very fine. 1

242 Demetrius II, Nicator, second reign, Tetradrachms of Tyre, Head of Demetrius to right, beardless, rev. Eagle to left, standing on prow, ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, monogram ΓΠΡ. between legs, date ΤΠΡ. (183), (B. M. Cat. no. 1); and monogram ΖΒ. between legs, date ΔΠΡ. (184); and a Didrachm, monogram ΓΠΡ., all fine 3

243 Demetrius II, Tetradrachm, similar to last, with monogram ΖΒ. between eagle's legs, and date ΕΠΡ. (185), very fine 1

244 Demetrius II, Tetradrachm, Bearded head of Demetrius to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ ΘΕΟΥ ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ, monogram ΗΔ. in front, ΑΠ. below, and date ΕΠΡ. (185), fine and rare. [Pl. III] 1

* * * From the Northwick collection, lot 1526.

245 Demetrius II, Tetradrachm, similar to last, but data ΣΠΡ. (187) in exergue, fine and rare 1
246 Demetrius II, Drachm, Young head to right, rev. Apollo seated on omphalos: another, Bearded head, rev. Zeus seated, ΖΑ below; Half Drachm, Young head, rev. Apollo standing, monograms in front, all rare

247 Alexander II, Zebina, Tetradrachm, Head of Alexander to right, rev. Zeus seated to left holding Nike, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ, Ζ. in front, A. under throne, fine

248 Alexander II, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, monogram ΣΙ. in front of Zeus, and star and monogram ΑΝ. under throne, very fine

249 Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII, Tetradrachm, Busts conjoined to right, rev. Eagle on prow to left, ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑΣ, monogram ΑΣΥ. in front, date ΞΠΡ. (187) behind, very rare, but pierced

250 Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII, Tetradrachm, Busts of Cleopatra veiled, and Antiochus diademed, conjoined to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding Nike and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΙΣΣΗΣ ΚΛΕΟΠΑΤΡΑΣ, ΘΕΑΣ ΚΑΙ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ, very rare and fine. [Pl. II] * * * From the sale of May 31, 1876.

251 Antiochus VIII, Grypus, Tetradrachm, Head of Antiochus to right, rev. Zeus, nude, standing, with crescent over his head, holding star and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ, two monograms in front, date ΓΠΡ. (193) in exergue, the whole within a wreath (B. M. Cat. no. 3), fine

252 Antiochus VIII, Tetradrachm, similar type to last, rev. with Μ. before Zeus and no date in exergue (B. M. Cat. no. 14), very fine and rare

253 Antiochus VIII, Tetradrachm, similar, but rev. Zeus draped, letters ΙΕ and Α. before him, none in exergue, fine

254 Antiochus VIII, Tetradrachm, obv. as before, rev. Pallas standing, armed, to left, holding Nike, letters ΙΕ and Θ. in front (B. M. Cat. no. 17), fine

255 Antiochus VIII, Tetradrachm, obv. as before, rev. The altar of Sandan, bound with garlands and surmounted by an eagle, two monograms to left (see B. M. Cat. nos. 22, 23), very fine and very rare. [Pl. II]

256 Antiochus IX, Cyzicenus, Tetradrachm, Head to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding Nike and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ, letters Ε Α Α in front, very fine and rare

257 Antiochus IX, Tetradrachm, similar to last; another with rev. Pallas standing, armed, to left, holding Nike, monogram ΠΝ, and Α. to left, Ν. to right (B. M. Cat. no. 14), fine and rare
258 Antiochus IX, Tetradrachm, Head to right, with slight whiskers, rev. Pallas standing, as in last lot, monogram ΔΙΟ. and Α. (B. M. Cat. no. 11), fine and rare

259 Antiochus IX, Tetradrachm, obv. as last, rev. Tyche standing to left, holding tiller of rudder, and cornucopia, Ε. and monogram ΔΙ. before her, ΕΙ. and date Σ. (200) in exergue, well preserved and a rare type. [Pl. II]

The two last from the Bunbury collection.

260 Seleucus VI, Epiphanes, Tetradrachm, Head of Seleucus to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding Nike and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΕΛΕΥΚΟΥ. ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ. ΝΙΚΑΤΟΡΟΣ. monogram ΠΡ. under throne, Κ. in front; another, rev. Pallas standing to left, holding Nike, palm and ΝΕΙΣΙΩΣ in front, fine and very rare

261 Antiochus X, Eusebes, Tetradrachms, Head of Antiochus X to right, rev. Zeus seated, holding Nike, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΕΥΣΕΒΟΥΣ. ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ, one, very fine

262 Antiochus X, Drachm, Head as last, rev. Tyche standing to left, holding tiller of rudder, and cornucopia, legend as before, monogram ΣΩ. and Α., fine

* * From the Whittall collection.

263 Antiochus XI, Philadelphus, Tetradrachms, Head of Antiochus to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding Nike, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ. ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ., monogram ΡΕ. and Α., in front, ΔΙ. or Π. below (B. M. Cat. nos. 2 and 3), both very fine.

264 Antiochus XI, Tetradrachms, similar to last, both with monogram ΔΙ. under seat, one very fine

265 Antiochus XI, Drachms (2), rev. tripod, monogram and Γ., monogram and Ν. to left, one pierced. Half Drachm, rev. Nike advancing to left, all rare.

266 Philippos, Philadelphus, Tetradrachms, Head of Philip to right, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding Nike, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΦΙΛΑΠΠΟΥ. ΣΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ. ΦΙΛΑΔΕΛΦΟΥ, monogram in front (B. M. Cat. nos. 5 and 7), both fine.

267 Demetrius III, Philopator, Tetradrachm, Head of Demeter to right, rev. Veiled statue of Demeter, the hands extended, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΔΗΜΗΤΡΙΟΥ. ΘΕΟΥ. ΦΙΛΟΠΑΤΟΡΟΣ. ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ., monograms and Ν., date ΗΙΕ. (218) (B. M. Cat. no. 2), extremely rare. [Pl. II]

268 Tigranes of Armenia, Tetradrachm, Head of Tigranes to right in Armenian tiara, rev. Antioch seated, at her feet the river Orontes, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΤΙΓΡΑΝΟΥ., monograms Ω. to right, and ΤΡ. on rock (B. M. Cat. no. 3), fine and rare.
Copper. Alexander I, II (14), with reverses, Apollo, Elephant, Nike, Zeus, &c., Tryphon (4), rev. Spiked Macedonian helmet; Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII, rev. Owl on Amphora; Tigranes, rev. Antioch seated on rock, some fine and rare. 20

Copper. Antiochus I-XII, with reverses, Amphora, Eagle, Elephant, Fulmen, Galley, &c., many fine. 50

Copper. Demetrius I, II, with reverses, Anchor, Apollo, Caduceus, Elephant's head, Galley, Tripod, &c., many fine. 35

Copper. Seleucus I-IV, with reverses, Anchor, Apollo, Bull butting, Elephant's head, Tripod, &c., many fine. 32

COMMAGENE AND CYRHESTICA.

Copper. Samosata (4), Female seated on rocks, rev. Lion; Imperial of Hadrian and Philip. Zengma (4), Imperial of Trajan Antoninus, &c. Berœa of Trajan. Cyrhus (2), of Philip. Hierapolis (3), Imperial of Trajan, &c., some fine. 14

SELEUCIS AND PIERIA.

Antiochia, Imperial Tetradrachm (2); Æ (6), Head of Zeus, rev. Zeus seated; Female head, rev. Lyre, &c. Laodicea (5), Antonomous and Imperial. Seleucia (2), Head of Zeus, rev. Fulmen, some rare. 15

Seleucia, Tetradrachm, Head of Tyche to right, turreted, rev. Fulmen on throne, ΣΕΛΕΥΚΕΩΝ. ΤΗΣ. ΙΕΡΑΣ. ΚΑΙ. ΑΥΤΟΝΟΜΟΥ., date ΑΙ. (21), and Θ. below, very fine and rare. 1

* * From the Montagu (1894) collection.

PHOENICIA.

Aradus, Tetradrachms, Head of Tyche to right, turreted, rev. Nike standing, holding anustre and palm branch, ΑΡΑΔΟΣ. ΔΙΟΝ. date ΣΟΡ. (176)ΘΟΣ, and date ΘΟΡ. (179), ΜΩΣ. before her, one fine. 2


Tripolis, Tetradrachm, Busts of the Dioskuri to right, rev. Tyche standing to left, holding rudder and cornucopiae, ΤΡΙΠΟΛΙΤΩΝ. ΤΗΣ. ΙΕΡΑΣ. ΚΑΙ. ΑΥΤΟΝΟΜΟΥ. ΙΗ. and below, ΗΙ., the whole within a wreath, fine and rare. 1

* * From the Montagu (1894) collection.

Tyre, Tetradrachms, Head of Herakles, rev. Eagle standing on rudder, ΤΥΡΩΥ. ΙΕΡΑΣ. ΚΑΙ. ΑΣΥΛΟΥ., dates ΒΙ. and ΛΚ., both fine. 2
PARIATHIA.

280 Tetradrachms of Arsaces XIII, Phraates IV, Arsaces XIV, Phraates, and Arsaces XVIII, Artabanus III, some fine and rare. 11

281 Tetradrachms of Arsaces XIX, Vardanes I, Arsaces XXII, Vologeses I, Vologeses II, Paeorus II, Vologeses III, IV and VI, some fine and rare. 11


284 Copper. Various Kings of Parthia, reverses varied, many fine. 136

PERSIA.

285 Gold. Xerxes, Daric, King kneeling to right, holding spear and bow; rev. Irregular incuse, fine and rare. 1

BACTRIA.

286 Gold. Kanerkes, Quarter Stater, King standing, rev. Namara standing (B. M. Cat. no. 24); another, rev. Goddess seated, facing, on throne, ΑΡΔΟΚΡΟ. (no. 33); Hooerkes, Stater, Bust of King to left, rev. Sun-god standing to left, ΜΗΡΟ., fine. 3

287 Gold. Hooerkes, Stater, Bust to left, rev. Female to right, holding cornucopia (B. M. Cat. no. 6); another, rev. Skanda and Visakia standing facing, ΚΛΑΝΔΟΚΟ. Μ. ΒΙΖΑΓΟ. ΑΡΟ., both very fine. 2

288 Enthydomus I, Tetradrachm, Head of king, rev. Herakles seated to left on rock, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΕΥΘΥΔΗΜΟΥ.; and three barbarous Tetradrachms of similar type. Demetrius, Obol, Head in elephant’s skin, rev. Herakles crowning himself. 5

289 Antimachus, Tetradrachm, Bust of the king to right, wearing kausia, rev. Poseidon standing, facing, and holding a trident and palm, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. ΘΕΟΥ. ΑΝΤΙΜΑΧΟΥ., monogram ΠΚ. to right, very fine and very rare. [Pl. II] 1

* * From the Carifrc (1894) collection.
290 Eucriades, Tetradrachm, Bust of the king to right, wearing crested helmet, rev. The Dioscuri charging to right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ, ΕΥΚΡΑΤΙΔΟΥ, monogram ΗΔΙ, very fine and very rare. [Pl. II] 1

291 Eucriades, Tetradrachm, similar to last; another, with bust of king diademed, rev. Apollo standing, holding bow and arrow, very rare. These two coins have been subjected to great heat ** From the Dr. Adam Clarke sale. 2

292 Eucriades, Drachm, rev. The Dioscuri charging, with loop; Obol, rev. The pilei of the Dioscuri; Lysias, Drachm, Bust with helmet, rev. Herakles standing, crowning himself, with loop, rare 3

293 Heliocles, Tetradrachm, Bust of the king to right diademed, rev. Zeus standing, holding winged thunderbolt and sceptre, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΗΛΙΟΚΛΕΟΥΣ ΔΙΚΑΙΟΥ, monogram ΗΚΔΡ, very fine and very rare. [Pl. II] 1

294 Antialcidas, Drachms (3), Bust helmented, or in kausia, rev. Zeus, seated; Apollodotus, Drachms (5), Bust of king diademed, rev. Pallas; Elephant, rev. Indian bull; Menander, Drachms (4), Bust helmented, rev. Pallas standing, all very fine 12

295 Menander, Tetradrachm, Bust of king to right, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ, ΜΕΝΑΝΔΡΟΥ, rev. Pallas standing to left, with aegis and fulmen, Σ. and Π., at feet, extremely rare 1

296 Menander, Drachms (3), Bust of king to left, thrusting with spear, rev. Pallas standing to left. Zolias, Drachm, Bust to right, diademed, rev. Herakles standing, holding wreath and club, monogram ΑΥ, very rare. Antimachus, Drachms (2), Nike, rev. Horseman, all very fine 6

297 Hippostratus, Tetradrachm, Bust of king to right, diademed, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ ΙΠΠΟΣΤΡΑΤΟΥ, rev. City standing, holding cornucopia and extending right hand, monogram ΤΑΡ. and Π., very fine and very rare. [Pl. II] 1

** From the Sim collection.

298 Hippostratus, Tetradrachm, Bust of king to right, diademed, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ ΙΠΠΟΣΤΡΑΤΟΥ, rev. King wearing chlamys and helmeted, on horseback, horse walking, monograms before and behind, very fine and very rare. [Pl. II] 1

299 Hermæus, Drachms (3), Bust to right, rev. Zeus seated. Hermæus and Calliope, Drachm, Busts jugate to right, rev. King helmented on prancing horse, very rare. Aetes, Tetradrachm, King holding whip, on horseback to right, rev. Poseidon standing, holding a trident, very fine 5
300 Azes, Tetradrachm, King on horseback to right, rev. Pallas standing, holding spear and shield; Drachms (3), rev. Pallas, Actiades, Drachm, rev. City standing. Spalairose with Vonones, Drachm, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΝ, ΜΕΓΑΛΟΥ. ΟΝΩΝΟΥ, rev. Zeus standing, holding fulmen and sceptre, rare, all fine 6

301 Hyroodies, Sapadbizes, Phseigacharis, Drachms and smaller, some rare 24

302 Bactrian copper various, including Euthydemus, Demetrius, Pantaoleon, Agathocles, Antimachus, Eucratides, Hellenes, &c., some rare 30

303 Bactrian copper, including Antialcidas, Lysias, Diomedes, Apollodotus, Menander, Zoilus, Nicias, Amyntias, Hermæus, &c., many rare 57

304 Bactrian copper, including Azes, Manes, Spalarises, Hyroodies, Kadphises, &c., many rare 60

305 Bactrian copper, including Gondophares, Abdagases, Zeionises, Pacores, &c., some rare 64

306 Bactrian and Indo-Scythic copper of Kadphises, Kanerkes, &c., some rare 33

307 Other copper, various, of Hooerkes, &c., some rare 46

EGYPT.

308 Alexander IV. Aegus, Tetradrachm, Head to right wearing elephant’s skin, rev. Zeus seated to left, holding eagle and sceptre, fulmen in front, PY. under chair, ΆΛΕΞΑΝ-ΔΡΟΥ, very rare. Ptolemy I. Soter, Tetradrachm, Head diademed to right, rev. Eagle standing on fulmen, monogram ΠΥ., fine 2

309 Alexander IV. Aegus, Tetradrachm, Head to right wearing elephant’s skin, rev. Pallas Promachus standing, holding spear and shield, helmet and small eagle in front, monogram ΦΔΟ., fine. * * * From the Bunbury collection. 1

310 Ptolemy I. Soter, Tetradrachms, Head of king to right diademed, rev. Eagle on fulmen, ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, two without monograms, fine 4

311 Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II. Philadelphus, Tetradrachms, similar type to last, ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, and ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ, ΣΩΤΗΡΟΣ, varied monograms, some fine 4
312 Ptolemy VI. Philometer, Tetradrachm, similar type, with dates LG, LE, LX and LIΩ, all struck at Cirtium, very fine

** * From the Bunbury collection.

313 Copper Coins of the Ptolemies, of various sizes, and including Cleopatra VII. Marc Antony and Cleopatra, BACIΛ. ΘΕΑ. NE. in three lines, rev. ANTΩ. ΥΠΑ. Π. in three lines, rare. Kamnaskires, King of Characene, rev. Elephant, very rare, mostly fine

19

314 Alexandria, silver and mixed metal, of Tiberius, Nero and Hadrian, varied reverses, some fine

11

315 Alexandria, copper of various Emperors and Empresses, varied reverses, some rare, mostly fine

63


6


6


6

319 Copper NOMES. Metelites, rev. Hawk, ΜΕΤΘΑΙ. L. IA. Alexandria, rev. Hippopotamus, ΑΛΕΞ. L. IA.; another, similar, but without ΑΛΕΞ. Incerta, Head of the Sun, rev. Crescent, LB.; Head, rev. Cornucopia, LB.; Ibis, rev. Ox, LB. (2); mostly of Hadrian, fine and very rare

7

320 Copper NOMES. Incerta, Ibis, rev. Crocodile; Trajan, rev. Trophy, and rev. Elephant; Hadrian, rev. Figure to left, rev. Flamingo to right, and rev. Rearing serpent (3), very rare, mostly fine

8
35

CYRENAICA, ZEUGITANA, &c.

Carthage, Didrachm, rev. Silphium plant; Æ (2), Head of Dionysos, rev. Silphium plant. Carthage, Tetradrachm, Young head of Heracles to right, rev. Horse’s head to left, wheat-ear in front, palm tree behind, and Punic letters below, very fine; Æ (14), various, Numidia, Micipsa, Æ (3), Bearded head, rev. Horse galloping 21
322 Electrum. Carthage, Two Drachms, Head of Persephone to left, wearing necklace and corn-wreath, rev. Horse standing to right, fine 1

VARIOUS.

323 Various Greek Silver, doubtful and false, mostly autonomous 67
324 Various Greek Silver, doubtful and false, mostly regal, and including a few poor Coins 42
325 Various Greek Copper Coins, mostly autonomous, some rare 144
326 Various Greek Copper Coins, regal and imperial, some fine and rare 62
327 Roman Spintriae, with reverses numerals III, IV, XII, XIII, XV, XVI, very rare, including one doubtful 6
328 Roman Silver Medallion of Constantine I, Head of Emperor diadem to right, rev. Veiled female seated, wearing modius and holding cornucopia, one foot resting on prow of a vessel, D. N. CONSTANTINVS. MAX. TRIVMF. AVG. M. CONSA. (Cohen, 155), very rare. Various Roman Brass, including As and divisions (30) 31
329 Various Intaglii in carnelian, jasper, &c., some antique and of good work, a very interesting lot 21
330 Others, varied 21
331 Others, varied 21

CABINETS.

332 Mahogany Cabinet, containing 22 trays pierced for coins, lock and key size 14½ ins. high, 14½ ins. wide, 16 ins. deep 22
333 Mahogany Cabinet, containing 24 trays pierced for coins, and one shallow drawer, lock and key size 15 ins. high, 14 ins. wide, 12 ins. deep 21

END OF SALE.
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